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To review some basics: denominations of 1, 5, 10, 25 and
50 allow the fewest number of bills/coins to be used in making
change from a 100.  Americans have an attachment for one
dollar bills, a dislike for one dollar coins, a dislike for fifty cent
coins, a dislike for two dollar bills and an attachment for the
Lincoln cent.  Depending on when one chooses as a starting
point and what items are compared, inflation in our lifetime is
somewhere between five and twenty times the baseline.
Americans have a fear of fifty and hundred dollar bills that is a
self-fulfilling foretelling; unfamiliarity makes them suspect,
infrequent use prevents familiarity.  Based on production,
Americans favor twenty dollar bills over tens; a wallet-load
would look a bit like one or more twenties, maybe a ten, one
or more fives and several singles.  Sales tax generates the real
need for one cent coins.  Because of inflation and the likes and
dislikes of one dollar bills/coins and fifty cent pieces, the dollar
bill shows a higher use than is expected.  

Inflation continues each year as a byproduct of economic
policies.  At some point a tipping point will be reached where
it will be totally unreasonable to retain the one cent denomina-
tion.  It may be retained as a
value like the mill, but as an
artifact it will go the way of
the half cent.  While
coinage/currency revision
may be resisted, practicality
may cause a major change.
People being conservative
about money, it is likely that
the new "one" will be a five.
With a five cent/five dollar
lowest value coin/bill let us
see how the other denomi-
nations might shake out.
Do note that no miracle
solution is proposed for
acceptable coin sizes by the
general public.  Cash draw-
ers will constrain the number of denominations as they do
today.  If we scale up the five cent denomination we would get
a 25, 50, 250 and 500 cent array.  A two and a half dollar coin
may be viewed by many as odd in more than one sense.  Since
we do not have twenty five dollar bills, perhaps a 200 cent or
two dollar denomination would be better.  A 100 cent would
make making change too "pocket-filling."  This would also
lead to bills of 5, 20, 50, 200 and 500 dollar denominations.
Fear of counterfeiting and the use of credit/debit cards would
cause the 200 and 500 dollar notes to have a low demand.  The
new wallet-load would be one or more fifties (being seen more
frequently they would gain acceptance), maybe a twenty and
several fives.  A two dollar coin would seem to be called for,
but people seem to have developed a dislike for carrying pock-
et change so maybe all those two dollar bills may find a new
life!  One last issue to be touched on is the value of the wallet-

load.  People do not like to carry large amounts of cash, the
amount would seem to remain relativity fixed despite value
erosion.  Should this prove true, the new wallet-load may turn
out to be one or more twenties, one or two fives and several
twos.  The cash drawer constraint would be met.

Since old and new denominations would circulate togeth-
er for some time, same denominations would retain the cur-
rent design to aid acceptance of the increased use of fifty dol-
lar/cent denominations.  Production of “obsolete” denomina-
tions would cease and normal wearing out would remove them
from circulation without impacting the cash drawer.  There
may be a small problem with the phase in/out of one and fifty
cent use and one and fifty dollar use.  Larger for the under the
drawer fifties, but ameliorated by the “learning curve” with
their use.  Non-use of the cent should occur quickly making
this slot open for increased two dollar bill use.  Do note that
the dime also goes away in this prediction.

Now for the good stuff!  A new design for 200 and 500
dollar bills would be needed or would it?  The McKinley 500
design exists but few people would recognize it.  Benjamin

Franklin and the 100 dollar bill
would go away also.  Clearly a
new design would have to avoid
confusion with any old one, yet
many people will bemoan the
loss of a Lincoln coin and the
Washington bill, whether the
continued use of a Lincoln five
dollar note and a Washington
quarter dollar will mitigate this
or not remains an open ques-
tion.  Would we use another
Founding Father or a president?
Ruling out those used on one
thousand and greater dollar
bills, Theodore Roosevelt would
appear to be a good candidate
being more politically neutral

than later presidents.  Millard Fillmore will probably not get
the nod.  Perhaps a dual portrait; army/navy officers, political
notables like Daniel Webster (sorry I can't think of a good
counterpart)....  As for reverse designs, we lose Independence
Hall, so maybe the Liberty Bell would be a nice replacement.
A George Washington crossing the Delaware would be a good
candidate to my thinking.  Same for Lincoln giving the
Gettysburg address.  These would appeal to those mourning
their disappearances on other denominations.

Perhaps this will prove to be a pipe dream.  Electronic
transfer of funds is growing.  Criminal enterprise makes use of
cash problematical.  What if the debit card/credit card system
continues to blossom?  Use of personal checking and direct
deposit have become wide spread, even mandatory in some
cases.  

If so, these predictions could go up in smoke!                  v

Tipping Point
By John Gavel
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